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Abstract

A theory of the origin and evolution of the Solar System (Alfven and

Arrhenius, 1975; 1976) which considered electromagnetic forces and plasma

effects is revised in the light of new information supplied by space

research. In situ measurements in the magnetospheres and solar wind have

changed our views of basic properties of cosmic plasmas, These results can

be, extrapolated both outwards in space, to interstellar clouds, and backyards

in time, to the formation of the solar system. The first extrapolation leads

to a revision of some cloud properties which are essential for the early

phases in the formation of stars and solar nebulae. The latter extrapolation

makes possilbe to approach the cosmogonic processes by extrapolation of

(rather) well-known magnetospheric phenomena.

Pioneer-Voyager observations of the Saturnian rings indicate that

essential parts of their structure are "fossils" from cosmogonic times. By

using detailed information from these space missions, it seems possible to

reconstruct certain events 4-5 billion years ago with an accuracy of a few

percent. This will cause a change in our views of the evolution of the solar

system.
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A. Introduction

This paper is a brief review of work on cosmogony (evolutionary history

of the solar system) which began in 1942. The new idea was that

electromagnetic (or hydromagnetic) effects were of decisive importance for

understanding how the solar system got to its present state. Because previous

cosmogonies since Laplace considered mechanical forces alone, this was not

reconcilable with the generally accepted types of cosmogonies Certainly,

these have changed drastically during the ages, but almost all of them

neglected hydromagneLlic and plasma effects. Few cosmogonists had more than a

superficial knowledge of hydromagnetics and plasma physics, with the result`

that the decisive importance of the 2;3 contraction and the band structure

have not been appreciated.

Space research has now changed the situation by giving us new information

s ti t 	feet- t. .. kMc- Fro— in yib wawa Urd..about electromagnetic ^1',a p^,^sr`sixxis ca
r
ac+.,.^^a a., r, p e^.y.., From— 	 .z	 a ..

ments in the magnetospheres we know the properties of plasmas over five or

ten orders of magnitude in density, in magnetization, in temperature, etc. and

we also begin to understand what processes are posoiible and which are not.

This has introduced or is introducing a new climate in cgsmical physics which

may be more favorable for a serious discussion about the evolutionary history

of the solar system.



A.I. New P. ►radi m

The foundations of a space age cosmic plasma physics, which now must be

slowly built up, are essentially she following:

(a) The electromagnetic spectrum can now be observed outside the atmosphere,

which means that the number of octaves available h;s intrreased by more

than a factor of two.

In the field of .plasma physics we have especially to note that large

parts of the newly discovered astrophysical phenomena 	 for example, in

x-ray and gamma ray astronomy _- are obviously due to plasma phenomena.

Still more important are

(b) In situ measurements in the magnetospheres (including the heliosphere)

(c) laboratory studies of phenomena of interest in cosmic plasma physics

(d) Incr cea-eed Ulluer standing of 11 to extrapolate resin ts , Jott; Ined In one

field to other fields of plasma physics.

A survey of some of the "paradigm transitions" which this has caused

or is causing has been published in a monograph (Alfven, 1981a).

Summaries of this have been presented in Alfven, 1982, 1983a, 1983c.

The following table (Tekble 1, essentially the same as published in a

-Geophysics Research letter (Alfven, 1983a)) his a catalogue of the fields

which are up for revision.

4



TABLE I'. MACNETOSPHERIC RESEARCH

is cauaing a paradigm transition in geophysics and astrophysics for the

following reasons:

# 1.	 F.'lectric double layers are realized to be very important.

## 2. The often misleading "magnetic merging' ! theories of energy transfer

should be replaced by an electric current description, including the

circuits in which the currents flow. 	
I..

## 3. Homogeneous models often are found to be misleading and should be

extensively replaced by inhomogeneous models.

## 4. It is realized that inhomogeneities are produced by filamentary currents

## 5. and by surface currents, dividing space into cells.

# 6.	 It is concluded that space in general has a cellular structure.

## 7.	 The introduction of the current-circuit description makes it impossible

to neglect the pinch effect term in the pressure equation

v(p + I? /2 1,n ) - (8V )0/Po ^ 0.

# 8.	 It is doubtful whether large-scale turbulence is of importance in diffuse

media.

##9.	 In a space plasma, electric currents may produce chemical separation.

#10. In dusty plasma, gravito-electromagnetic effects are often important.

#11. The "critical velocity" is often decisive to the interaction of neutral

gas and magnetized plasma.

Cosmological consequences will not be discussed here.

5
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A.II. Conse uences for Cosmogony

For cosmogony this has led -- or is inevitably leading - to a new

approach. We do not need to base cosmogonic theory on more or less reasonable

assumptions about conditions at the time when the solar system was formed

(probably 4-5 G years ago), or on uncertain interpretations of distant,

marginally observable phenomena. We can instead treat cosmogony as an

extrapolation of reasonably well-established processes from spate research,

.often derived from in situ measurements. (see Figure 1). The result is an

approach in which the evol utionary history is decided by a combination of

mechanical effects and electroma netic plasma effects,

An attempt to introduce electromagnetic effects in cosmogony was actually

started long before the space age. Some of the results of investigations of

this kind seem to be in agreement with the new results. For this reason a

brief summary of the historical background of this approach is given in

Table 11, which could also be considered as a very condensed abstract of this

paper, The meaning of the terms will be explained in later sections of this

paper.
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TABLE II: HISTORY OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM WITH ZLFCTROMAGNI'ITIC
EFFECTS INTRODUCED

1942	 It vises shown that a cosm)gonic model of this type required that three mechanisms

be postulated:

a.Glectromagnetic transfer of anguUit iromentun

b.The existonce of a phenomenon which later was called

"critical velocity"

c.A plasma-planetesimal transition associated with a 20

contraction. This produced i4cosmogonic shadows."

1954	 A survey of the theory.was published as a monograph On the Orrin of the Solar

AMtem (Alfven, 1954). It included a development of the theory of Saturnian

rings leading to a correction in the contraction factor by a fevf percent.

1960	 Laboratory confirmation of critical velocity ( Fahleson, 1961) 0 ersentially based

on a technique developed by 4ratenahl (Anderson et al t 1959)

1974	 2muda and Armstrong ( 1974) (and iijima and P'oteivaa x,978; for a survey, see

Potemra, 1979) map the magnetospheric current systom vihiCh gives the needed

transfer of an, l, ar veloc,ity

1975, 1976 Cosmogonic theory systematically developed in two monographs by

Alfven and Arrhenius (1975, 1976)

1980	 Space research calls for a "paradicora transition." A bvief review is given 'ir1

Alfven, 1981, and further developed ira 1982, 1363 (^;uzaarized in Table I).

1982	 Critical velocity effect in space	 so tce axpcn rim^lot by Hz,,^2rcn4ol

(1982)

1903	 Hol berg's treatments of Voyager ri5ul? s (Nol born of alp 1982) mo!.Q pohsi L,1 e a

further confirmation of 2:3 contraction rind cgsLr1orivc sh^eou eff'r.t, this is

also su pported by earlier investigations of the asteroidal belt. All together

the 2:3 fall.-down ratio 'is found it seven casis, four in the Saturninn rind !Ind

three in the asteroidal Melt. This is an encouragement to the further pursuit o

this cosmogonic approach.	 '
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B. Sate of Conn i n L„ i c t Lof isc	 c  rch

What has been summarized ir} 7abla I and 11 leads to the evolutionary

history of the solar system, which in some essential respects is similcr to

what is described in the Aifven»Arrhenius monographs. This is not unexpected,

because, as seen in Table 1I 0 the evolution of these theories has fron the

beginning been coordinated with the development in cosmic plas;vj physics

(Alfven, 1983c). A brief survey will be given here (compare Table 111).
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^.1 Electric Currents in Interstellar Clouds

'there are good reasons for the general viow that stars and solar systems

are born out of an interstellar cloudf .lusty _pl asma. However, the theory of

the origin and evolution of such clouds and the formation of star, and solar

nebula is a field which must now be revised for the following reasons:

In situ measurements in magnetospheric plasmas (including the solar wind)

have caused drastic CP Ages in our views of the properties of cosmic

plasmas. What was considered sacrosanct ten or even five years ago is now

hopelessly obsolete.. This theoretical paradigm transition, which is

summarized in Table 1 0 has penetrated as far out as in situ measurements  are

made; i.e., as far as spacecraft have travelled. Outside this limit the

paradigm transition has not yet taken place. Plasmas in interstellar space

are still being treated according to the old paradigm. This means in reality

ia. _.. ^_	 i. 
theories 8 interstellar  1.....Iw	 ,i d •1.:. i^nn.:1a {. don of starsthat the present heor es of 	 clouds and o. 41ic formation of stars

and solar nebulae are based on the tacit assumption that the basic properties

of cosur^	 "a^3ma3 change at the outer reach of spacecraft.
rwI :F.1FV•1S11 t . .. vNr ei	 vIr..r.	 .w.w..f

l: is obvious that astrophysics cannot remain in this unstable state

(indeed, a ` !universal nstability" in plasma physicst). The new paradigm well

sooner of later be extended to interstellar space. It will cause a

revolutionary change in our view of the evolution of interstellar clouds, in

the following respects.

(a) According to #2 in Table 1, cosmic plasmas cannot be described by

the magnetic field picture alone. This must be supplemented by an electric

current description. astrophysicists are often reluctant to accept the

existence and importance of electric currents in interstellar space, but none

of them claims that the magnetic fields are curl-free. As a non-curlfree

magnetic field means electric currents,-they implIcitlyimplicitly accept that

10
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interstellar space is ,..^oietrated by eleapic currents. however, there is an

immense difference between an implicit acceptance and an explicit description

of the )penomena in terms cf electric currents. The latter description calls

immediately for models of the circuits in which the currents flow, and models

of the dynamos which produce the currents. Such currents may transfer energy

from one region to another, sometimes over distances comparable to the size of

th(t whole galaxy. 	 (With regard.to the circuit description $ it has been

objected that "there are no wires in space." But "c'-rcui*s" do not

necessarily mean are aggregate of simple linear elements. Especially in the

"computer age," circuits often contain non-linear distributed elements, e,g.,

as given in Bostram's (1974) circuit of a magnetic substorm.)

(b) As soon as electric currents are introduced explicitly, attention is

focussed can the pinch effect. In the pressure equation

P(p + BZ /Zu Q ) - (BV ) B/uo - Q

the second term represents the pinch effect. If this is neglected, the sum

zp of gas pressure p and the magnetostatic pressure Op p
0 

should be

constant. In astrophysics there Seems to be a general belief that this is

usually the case. As soon as we accept that there are currents in space, this

is not valid. In a typical Bennett pinch both the pressure and the magnetic

field are large inside the pinch but zero outside. A typical simple Bennett

pinch is produced when

Po 12. } ZNk (Te * Ti )

(Iz = current, Te ,T i are electron and ion temperatures, N a number of
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particles per unit length.) Figure 2 illustrates three typical cases of

stationary and cylindrically symmetric currents (i) and magnetic field line

(B) configurations. In most treatments of the evolution of an interstellar

gas cloud, it is assumed that electromagnetic forces oppose the contraction,

as in (a), whereas they gust as well may assist or cause the contraction, as

in (c). The intermediate case (b) may be a first approximation of a model of

filamentary currents (e.g., see Alfven, 1981x, p. 95,

(c) According to #3, homogeneous models of plasmas are now increasingly

replaced by inhomogeneous models. When a new field is opened, it is natural

to approach it by making homogeneous models, in the belief that these will in

any case be a reasonable first-order approximation to a final theory. In

plasma physics we have tr . 3 sad experience that this is very often not true.

When a field has matured to such an extent that it is obvious that homogeneous

models are no longer sufficient, it is often evident that inhomogeneous models

give a drasti yally different description of the phenomena. The homogeneous

model was of no use. Instead, it led the mod(lM ng into a dead-end from which

it often is very difficult to turn back because a powerful establishment

committed to the homogeneous model has already been formed. Dessler (1984)

has drawn attention to one of many cases when such an establishment has

delayed progress by decades.

(d) According to #4, there is often an association between.electric

currents and observed filaments. Examples of this in our close vicinity are,

auroral rays (probably) associated with filamentary currents, the filamentary

structure of the solar corona, and the filamentary currents in the ionosphere

of Venus. [Ref.] In interstellar clouds, there are often observed filamentary

structures (especially in contrast-enhanced phoLographs).[Ref.] Such
t

observations support our conclusion thai interstellar space, and not the least
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interstellar clouds, are penotî . ,ted by a network of electric cur rents,

Concur by clouds in which no filawz-ntaNy atruct %arc Jr, observed, it is an

open question whether this depends on an absence of them or the inadequacy

of observational methods to detect them. From the general picture of the

new paradigm the latter interpretation seems to be: preferable.

(e) #5 and #6: R is not obvious that these are decisive for the

present development of cosmogony.

(f) 97: This has already been di5cussod in the beginning of this

section.

(g) #8: 'turbulence is generally believed W ba decisive for the

evolution of interstellar clouds and the formation of the solar system. There

seems to be no convincing observational evidence for this (sec AlfQn, 1981a,

P. 8d).

X1.11. New Approach to the Evolution of Interstellar Clouds

As stated above, sooner or later the new paradigm will penetrate also the

s
	 Field of the evolution of interstellar clouds. The theory of interrst.;'71ar

clouds should be treated as an extrapolation of in agne°tonpheric research

(Alfve'n, 1981a.) (see Figure t).

Very much work will be required for this transition, and it is difficult

to predict in detail what the result will be. As a reasonable guess as to

ghat a. future model of the formation and evolution of interstellar clouds

should be, we may suggest the following:

P.. Electric currents in "void" interstellar space assist gravitation in

collecting, matter by the pinch effect, so that interstellar clouds are formed.
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b. %liese develop under the combined action of mechanical and electro-

magnetic forces. The volume occupied by currents may constitute a very small

fraction of the total volume, so that the plasma regions are not evident in the

averages of measurements with insufficient revolution. Still, a network of fila-

mentary currento may be decisive to the evolution of the clouds. It is correct

to treat the evolution of an interstellar cloud independent of its surroundings

2!!jI  if there is no current connecting it with the surroundings (cf. Fig. Ze).

c. As stated above (compare Figure 2), the general belief that

electromagnetic forces oppose the contraction of a cloud is not necessarily

correct. pinch effects may contribute to the contraction and, indeed, cause a

collapse of clouds with a mass that is orders of magnitude smaller than the

Jeans mass.

d. A "stellesimal" star formation out of a dusty cloud seems

possible.-(compare ,Alfv4tw, 1981x, Chapter V).

B. III properties of the Solar Nebula

When the sun is formed it will be surrounded by a dusty plasma penetrated

by a network of currents which partially support it (Figure 3). This "solar

nebula" is drastically different from the Laplacean nebula. It is possible

that Oort's cometary cloud is a relic of this. The cloud is strongly

inhomgeneous and contains regions of different chemical composition (compare

99). From this primeval cloud there rains cloudlets of different composition

down towards the sun. Moreover, there is a rain of cosmic dust, perhaps

similar to the present rain of meteoroids from the cometary cloud. For

possible models, see Alfvan , and Arrhenius, 1975, 1976.

From now on our attempt to reconstruct the evolutionary history of the

solar system enters a neiw phase in two respects.
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a.,	rip to this point via have discussed the evolution of an interstellar

cloud as a unity, even if the cloud is very inhomogeneous. From

now on we have to discuss t yre evolution of individual cloudlets as

distinct from the evolution of the whole solar nebula. The latter

process is an integration of the processing of cloudlets, and

consists essentially of a slow transformation of the solar nebula

into planetesimals (and later planets) during a long period of

time.

b.	 The second reason why we are entering another phase is

analytical. The process of planet formation around the sun is

similar to the formation of satellites around some planets,

especially Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus, which have well-developed

satellite systems. fence 4.e should aim at a general theory of

formation of secondary bodies around a central gravitating,

rotating and magnetized body. This requirement has been referred

to as the "hetegonic pri ►7cirle" (see: AlfYe"n and Arrhenius, 1975,

1976. The arguments for this view are discussed in some detail

there). The principle rs related to what now is usually called

"comparative planetology," but should include also the formation of

bodies around the sun. Galileo, when discovering thq Jovian.

satellites, already called this system a "solar system in

miniature,"

As ease have four well-developed systems to base our conclusions upon, pro

can speak with more confidence about the processes than for the earlier states

of development. Hence, our model for all four systems should start from the
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assumption than a magnetized central body was formed already and surrounded by

a dusty plasma from which cloudlets of different chemical composition,

together with dust grains, fall in towards it.

B. IV, Basic Processes in Evolution of Solar nebula

In this state there are three processes which were decisive for the

present structure of the solar system: (cf. Talaie n)

a)	 The transfer of angulir momentum from the central body to the

surrounding plasma. The transferred angular momentum is now found in the

orbital moment of the secondary bodies.

There is a rather obvious candidate for this process, viz., the auroral

current system which is known to try` sfer angular ri:ement°um between a rotating

central body and a surrounding plasma (figure 4). Essentially the same

process is well known front the Jupiter-Yu system (Hill et al, 1983). One of

the processes which is claimed to account for the loss of momentum from the

sun is turbulence, but with reference to #8, and especially what will be

demonstrated later, this is not an acceptable cosmogonic process.

Another process to account for the loss of solar momentu m is the solar

wind. This is an interesting and perhaps partially correct suggestion.

However, it is not clear how it can incorporate the band structure and the

cosmogonic shadow effects.

With our present knowledge there seems to be no serious objection to

accepting this electromagnetic transferuaq^ litatively as the basic process;.

When we-come to 6 quantitative evaluation of the process there seems to be no

serious objection to the view that the satellite systems were formed by such a



transfer from the mother planet. Hovievery for the planetary system the

situation looks more difficult.

If we assumed that the foriiiation of the solar system was a very rapid

chaotic process with a time constant of less than  a million years, we would

run into difficulties. The magnetic field must first support all the matter

and then transfer angular momentum to it. This would require an enormously

strong solar magnetic field. We can avoid such a difficulty by assuming that

the planetary system was formed try cloudlers going through the momentum

,transfer process with a short time contant 7c while this processing lod to a

slow buildup of planetesimals and planet viil:h a tiwe constant T i which may be

many orders of magnitude larger tha Tc. The result is that the density p of

the plasma supported at a certain moment by the magnetic field need only be a

small fraction of the total smeared-out density p s of the produced

planetesimals:	 p = n 
s 

T 
C /Tit

The distinction between the rapid processing of cloudlets and the slow

integrated buildup means Oat p was so small that the momentum transfer

processes could take place in a low-density plasma (collisionless plasma).

This is fortunate because much of the study of magnetospheric plasmas has been

and is concentrated on such plasmas. Hence we should be able to treat the

transition from plasma to planetesimals as an extrtp1lation of prtsent-dat

pjanetospheric results, (for details, see Alfven and Arrhenius, 1976).

b) -Band Structur of  the Solar System The second basic plasma process

is the critical velocity.

When developing a tentative early theory of the possible importance of

electromagnetic processes in solar system evolution, it was necessary to

postulate the existence of %he critical, velocity" in order to explain the

17
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band structure of the solar system (See Table II). Such a process was unknown

at that time, but the cosmogonic evidence for its existence was considered so

compelling that laboratory experiments 4o demonstrate it were started as soon

as possible. These were successful, and there exists now a literature of some

hundred papers regarding this phenomenon (Axnas et al l 11962).

The existence of such a process in space: is now confirmed by space

experiments (Haerendel, 1962). As there are very fear phenomena which have

been discovered from a cosmogonic theory, this gives sow-confidence that this

is the process responsible for the band structure.

However, in spite of all this, the problem of planetary formation remains

difficult. The critical velocity is a phenomenon in pure gases, but how a

dusty plasma behaves is not clear. The most serious problem is ^o understand

how the planets and satellites have arquirer_i their present chemical

compostion. Possible chains of processes havo been 11scussed but a convincing

solution has not yet been bound.

B.V Scenario of the Cosmo onicProcess

The general scenario of the cosmogonic processes is shown in Table 3.

Plasma effects were of considerable importance for the evolutionary history of

the solar system from the formaiiora Deno evolution of cosmic clouds to the

formation of the sun and a surrounding solar nebula. In the solar nebula the

plasma effects were of decisive Importance in two respects;

a) They transferred an g ular momentum from the sun to the plasma out of

which later the planets (and asteroids) were formed.

b) The critical velocity produced the band structure of the solar

system. The basic plasma processes which cause the critical velocity are

still not very well Oz,1fied theoretically, but the phenorenon is extensively
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studied in the laboratory, and space: experiments have demonstrated its

importance for cosmic plasma physics,

(c) After the plasma phase of the solar nebula came thealasrtaa

planetesimal transition ( PPT). This was not a sudden and violent turbulent

transition, but a slow, continuous process working for a very long time,

perhaps 10»100 million years, which continuously transformed in-falling mattQ r

in a dusty plasma state into a planetesimal state. (However, the processing

of individual cloudlets was a rapid process; see BX'V(a). Th c process worked

not only in the planetary system, but at a later period (when the planets were

formed) it worked around the planets, producing " satellitesimals."

(d) The mass of matter in the planetesimal state increased slowly, until

the planetesimals began ''o aggregate to planets. Later, similar proc+^ssns led

the "satel l itesimai s" to aggregate to satellites. F =l esroa processes are of

negligible importance for these processes.

In one region in the planetary syste=m, vi?., the asteriodal region, and

in one region in the satellite systems, viz., the Saturnian ring, the

aggregation to planets or satellites has not "cake ► r place. The reasons for

this are the love density in the asteroid region and the location of the

Saturnian ring inside the Roche limit (Alfven and Arrhenius, 1975)). Hence,

at least in certain respects, the stave in these regions represents the

planetesimal state. This makes them of decisive importance for our attempts

to reconstruct the plasma-planetesimal transition. Because much -• or rather moot

-^ of the cosmogonic information initially stored in the planetesimal state is

obliterated in the planetesimal-planet transition, they are of unique value

for clarifying the evolutionary history of the solar system.

In the following, our approach to cosmogony is to a large a tent bused on

fa study of the p1asr;xa ,,plvnete&ii,,a1 araosition. It turns out that the
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Saturnian ring and the asteroidal belt contain information which is decisive

for our reconstruction of the history of the solar system. In this paper we

concentrate our attention on the Saturnian ring.

B.VI Structure of the _Saturnian Rin5 according to the Pioneer-Voyager

Observations

The Pioneer and Voyager exploration of the Saturnian rings has given us

most valuable material about its structure„ For reasons given in Alf'ven,

198 3c, we concentrate our attention here on the 'bulk structure, which seems i^o

give information of decisive value for clarifying the origin of the rings.

That paper relied on Holberg`s curves (Holberg et al, 1952; Holberg, 1953).

Now similar curves by Esposito et al (1953) have also been published. In the

points that are of interest to us the newly published curves agree very well

with thgse we have used.

C. Scenario of the Saturnian Ring Formation

What has been said in B.V leads to the Following scenario for the.

formation of the ring system (see Alfven and Arrhenius, 1975, 1976; Alfven,

1~953c,d).

1. Saturn was already formed, with approximately its present mass and present

spin. Its magnetic field may also have had the present shapa (close to a

dipole fl eld) but we do not know its strength,

Z. Cloudlets of gas and dust from interplanetary s pace fell in towards

Saturn. They became ionized, which led to-currents of the same type as

mapped in the planetary magnetosphere by Zmuda and Armstrong (1974) and



later by lijima and Potemra (1978). (The Jupiter-lo circuit is similar

(see B.IV(a)). This current system transferred angular momentum from the

planet to the plasma (Alfv6n and Arrheni'us, 1975, Chapter 16; Mvrn,

1981x; P. 52,120)

3. This brought the plasma into a state of partial corotation. so that

Saturn's gravitation was compensated to two-thirds by the centrifugal

force and to one -third by el ectro.magneti c forces (from the Saturnian

magnetic field; see Figure 5).

4. At the transition from the plasma to the lanetesimal phase the

electromagnetic forces vanished, which caused a contraction by a

factor r ^ 2/3. (This factor is given by the geometry of Saturn's

magnetic dipole field; see Figure; 5). Early Voyager results have already

demonstrated that there is strong evidence for this process in the present

structure of the Saturnian rind (Alfve"n, 19833.).

C. I. Negative Diffusion and Stability

The first question we have to answer must bet is it reasonable that

essential parts of the present ring structure are a "fossil" from cosmo onic

times (4-5 billion years ago)?

Baxter and lbompson (1971, 1973) have demonstrated that under certain

conditions the diffusion in a population of grains in Kepler orbits is

"negative" (see Figure 6). This result is confirmed by Lin and Bodenheimer

(1981). The present ring system consists of 1000, if not 10 0 000, ringlets

(cf. Figure 7). This indicates that the negative diffusion mechanism is

active today. There seems to be no obvious objection to the assumption that

xi
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the same mochanisrn was active in the post. This cruans that the present

structure may derive from co,rmgonic times (Alfven, 198ac). Nance, it is

meaningful to try to reconstruct essential events in the evolutionary history

from "fossils" stored in the Saturnian ring. There are reasons to believe

that this holds also for the asteroidal belt.

C.II. Pion -Catastrophic Formation

The general scenario musty bh, consequently, that the Saturnian satellites

and ring system were formed not as a result of a sudden event, but by a slow

injection of diffuse matter during a period of millions of years. Very early

during this period a ring-satellite system was already formed which was

qualitatively similar to tho present ore, Wt With only a small fraction of

its present mass. Men more mass aectimulat.ed the bodies became more massive,

but the same structure was retained. Hence, during mo:'t of the time of

accretion shadow-producing bodies ware, located at the same places as today.

C,III. Cosmogonic S"fadow

In the cosmogonic model we discuss it was assumed that fn the Saturnian

magnetosphere there was a dusty plasma which, to some extent, was concentrated

at the equatorial plane. At the Saturnian distance of Mimas, this satellite

(or the jet streaa out of which it was formed) swept the plasma, so that a

"hole" ..a in reality an empty ring -- was produced.

During the Pioneer mission, Pillius and Mcllwain (1980) actually observed

this kind of phenomenon. In fact, at the distance of Mimas, the counting rate

went down by orders of magnitude (See Figure 8). Janus produced a similar

although more narrow and shallmger "hole". The ,shepherd satellite; and the A

ring gave an almost comp /Rte cut-Off in the plasma density. Hence, actual
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measurements have shown that the "hole" formation is not an ad hoc assumption

of a new process, but was actaully observed in the magnetospheres. (Other

observations in different energy regionE show similar phanorneiia, although

sometimes blurred, presumably by radial electric field drifts.

When, at the plasmabplanutesimal transition the 2;3 contraction takes

place, the hole should be transf'errod to 2/3 of the distance of 141mas. This

is indeed the location of Cassini I t division. ,Similarly, Janus should pr,)duce

a marked minimum which now should be found at 2/3 of their distance. This can

be identified with the Holberg ninimum * in the B ring (Holberg et al, 1982),

The shepherd satellites should produce a hale in a similar way. The A ring

also produces a shadow which extends so far out that it joins the shadow

produced by the shepherd ,satellites.

The result of the combined action of the shepherd satellites and the A

ring (and perhaps also of the F ving) is an extended region of low intensity

which accounts for the C ring. Hence the rapid decrease in intensity at the

border between the B and the C ring should be 2/3 of the position of the

shepherds.	 Finally, the outer edge of the very massive B rind should give

the strong decrease in intensity which marks the inner edge of the C ring,

which is located at 2/3 of the outer limit of the k ring.

The combined actions of these four cosmogonic shadows give the bulk

structure of the Saturnian ring, ;See Figure 9; for &Rails see Alfvens

1983c).

When the ring particles produce the shadows, it implies that they absorb

plasma with a smaller angular momentum. This leads to a decrease in their

distance. Hence, the contraction factor r - 2/3 - 0.667 should decrease by a

*A proposed name for minimum at 1.58 Saturnian radii, motivated by the fact
that 'J. Holberg has drawn attention to its importance in this connection.



TABLE IV

Cossrmogcwc shadow%

Saturnian ring Prom HAcres dtua

Mittrau	 3.075+x„
Co-orbitals	 21510,	 0.646
Shepherds	 i'V191

2310 j'°"°.,	 043
cassmi Center	 I.M'""'^	 01653 (0-M-0-6601,outer 0	 1.945
1101bors min	 t,5t1	 0.655
Inner 8	 1.525

Inner '	 1215

Avern ''e O.F42-*.,2'0

Asteroidal rc^lon

Jupiter S.18.,,,
Main belt . W6

outer limit 3.50
High density 0,674

outer limit 3122
Nigh density

inner limit
0,633

2,36
Main belt

Inner limit 2.20
Theoretical value 0,667

(Alrvin,1981b)
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few percent. Theoretically we should exp:ct the r value to go down to 0.63-

0.65 (Alfven, 1954; 1981b). (Irt Figure 9 the value 0.64 is used instead of

0.67. This 4% difference is theoretics-ly motivated, but since we never claim

a higher accuracy than a few percent, it is not very important for the main

discussion.)

C.IV Comparison with the Asteroidal Belt

The hetegonic principlQ states that all systems of secondary bodies

should follow a general theory, This means that our results for the Saturnian

rings should also be applicable to the asteroid belt around the sun, which is

the other important case where the initial planetesimals have not accreted to

larger bodies (see Figure 10; cf. B.V).

A similar analysis of the asteroidal belt has given three identifications

of cosmogonic shadows (see Table 4b). The small correction to r should not

be applied to the asteroidal belt (see Alfven and Arrhenius, 1976, 11.6, 18.50

18.8; Alfven, 1983c).

Also, in this case the mutual agreement and the agreement with theory is

surprisingly good.

C.V Rosseland Mechani sm

The basis for the derivation of the 2.3 contraction has been that

electrically charged particles to a first approximation are bound to move

along a magnetic field line,(seen from a coordinate system in which the

electric field perpendicular to B is zero). This is correct as long as their

!,armor radius is .call compared to the relevant size parameter. However, we

have changed the model from the early simple picture of an electron-ion plasma



to a treatment of the behaviour of a charged dust in a dusty plasma. The dust

grains have q/m (charge to mass) ratios,, which are orders of magnitude smaller

than for electrons or protons. In fact, their Larmor periods may exceed the

Kepler, period and their Larmor radii may be large compared to the

characteristic parameters of the dipole field. This seems to make it

difficult to treat their motions as we have donee However, this difficulty is

often fictitious, as is shown by the following simple modal.

In a plasma atmosphere consisting of electrons and ions with mass Me and

m i , the scale-height

&a as	
RT

al Me 4m

is a compromise between the large-scale height of electrons and the small-

scale height of ions. This compromise is produced by an electric f+eid L,

called the Kosseland field, which supports the ions and presses down the

electrons. The total burden of the atmosphere is carried by the surface which

supports the atmosphere.

We no« return to the cosmogonic case.

Consider a cloudlet containing N grains m-3 -» all of them having the

same mass M n" in a homogeneous magnetic field Ley . We irradiate the grains

with ultraviolet light, so that each emits n electrons, which gives them a

positive charge q - ne. The electron density is He - N . n m"3 . This

produces a plasma with the Hebye distance

25

(1)

AD - lr, fe/41r N n J)	 (1)
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We apply a gravitational force f g s- g in on each grain. If X
D
 is very

large, this would put the grain in ration with the guiding center velocity

V9
	 x m	

S2	
(2)

in the x-.direction, corresponding to a kinetic energy

Wg r 2m v^ - 2 M3 
q-2 

8 	 )

When the force is applied, the grain is displaced

8z = 
W

W	 1M9gr2
Q42
	(4)

g

If ad » a z all the grains will move with velocity v g , hence producing a

current with density

i3 = N q vg	 (5)

The cloudlet will be prevented from falling by the rorce per volume from the

grains.

P-9xi	 (6)

Because of their small mass, the' electrons will not be displaced noticeably.

This is the same result as if we had only one proton and one electron.

However, the picture is surprisingly different if .instead we consider a

dusty ,rlasma, which is characterized by XD << Ax. Then the falling of the
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grains will produce a positive charge at the button ► and a negative charge at

the top of the cloud, producing an electric field F which is so strong that it

compensates gravitation,

qE = Mg	 (7)

This is analogous to the Rosseland field mentioned above.

As the resultant force on the grains is zero, they will remain at rest.

The electrons will be put into motion with the velocity v e = E/B, thus

producing a current with density

i :r N a tie	 (8)

I.t rI^ t. s. at_.	 4	 .. t6...	 .^r.nn.s4 1s0lr%n'44n to 	 f. would 	 withouty„ ,s the same QJ t he gt C In YI 1 GIIH Zu^,vwl W IV'g yo t ^♦ u ^VMtti w	 h^^twi,, 

the Rosseland field, It is necessary in order to prevent the cloud from

falling, because it is not supported by a surface as in the case of an ionized

atmosphere.

If grains in an ion-electron plasma get negatively charged by absorbing

all -- or a considerable part of -- the electrons, the same phenomenon takes

place, but instead of the electrons the ions will carry the cloud. Hence, if

in a magnetized dusty plasma a gravitational field is applied,

(a) the plasma will be electrically polarized

(b) the grains remain at rest

(c) gravitation is compensated by an electron (or ion) current which

carries the cloud

(d) the force is transmitted from the electrons (ions) to the grains by

means of a Rosseland field.



The result can be generalized in the saute way as the theory of the

Rosseland field..

Hence a-disturbing force will not necessarily produce any motion of the

grains perpendicular to the magnetic field; the grains are protected

from the perturbation by motions of the electrons and ions. The grains can

oscillate freely along the magnetic field lines as if they were locked on

certain field lines. A small Larmor period or 4armor radius is not necessary

for locking them. In a way, the cloudlet behaves as if the grains had no

mass. However, a condition is that the current which suspends the cloud

is closed in some way.

Application, to the 2:3 Contraction mechanism A grain which is acted upon

by gravitation and centrifugal force can remain "locked" to a certain magnetic

field by means of the mechanism we have studied. The vector sum f z of the

gravitation force and the centrifugal force produces an electric current i

according to (8), which gives a force

f = B X i	 ( 9)

a
perpendicular" to the field B. For the grain to remain at rest, f  must equal

f, This .means that f x must be perpendicular to B. which defines the size of

the centrifugal force, and hence the rotational velocity of the grain.

28
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D. Conclusions about the Masma-Planetesirral Transition

We have shown that essential featureb of the bulk structure of the

Saturnian rings can be understood as a r^sult of the co=ogonic shadow effect

produced by a 2/3 contraction which probably tank place at the transition from

the plasma to the planetesimal please (PPT), presumably 4-6 billion years

ago. The 2:3 ratio appears in four eases. Adding to thii, the three cases

from the asteroidal belts we have no less than seven Monti fications, This

means that we can state with considerable confidence that the cosm4 once

shadow effect must have been essential at the form&tion of the solar systemQ

Besides the cosmogonic shadow effect, gravitational resonances were

important, especially in the asteroid belt, Oere they product: the Kirkwood

gaps. Due to the very small ratio of f4imas/Saturn in comparison to

Jupiter/Sun, corresponding resonance effects in the Saturnian sinus are smzli

but clearly identifiable (Holberg et al, lg89 ).. (Also, some ather (, ftects are

important (see Alfv4n, 1983c)). Hence a 2 p 3 contraction should be

characteristic for the plasma-planetesimal teansit.ion (PPT). It seems

difficult to interpret the above results as being due to any other effect.

The surprisingly high degree of agreement between the observativnal and

theoretic values means that we have a possibility of reconstructing certain

features of the PPT with an accuracy within a few percent.

The work oil 	 this is in progress. A straightforward development of

the theoretical model shows that the "holes" produced by plasma absorption by

the satellites must be associated with radial electric fields both at the

inside and outside of the depleted region. 'these electric fields will change

the r -values so that both the Cassini division and the Holberg minimum should

exhibit "'walls" (i.e., maxima) both inside and outside of the minima. Such

structures are actually visible in the Holberg curves (Figures 8 and 10),
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Further, important features in the bulk structure of the rings (discussed in

Alfv4n, 1983c) are analyzed, including why the center of the B ring is so massive,

why there is a structure inside the Cassini division, and how the several maxima

in the C ring are produced. Also, the importance of the Northrop and Hill (1983)

instability and the possibility of explaining the Encke division as produced by an

adiabatic circularization of the initial orbits of the graine are being studied. In

this way it may be possible to reconstruct the state of the Saturnian environment

at cosmogonic times.

With a similar analysis of the asteroidal region, we will have the

possibility of reconstructing how the planetesimal state developed into

planets/satellites.

Further, we can conclude:

Since the PPT, the structure of the Saturnian rings and the asteroid belt

cannot 'have undergone any violent large-scale disruptions. A slow evolution,

resulting in concentration of mass in a few bodies, is indicated. There could

have been no "solar gale" strong enough to disrupt the basic pattern. During

this time, including the PPT epoch, there could not have been any strong.,.

large-scale turbulence.

Violent events before the PPT cannot be excluded, but so far there .seems

to be no decisive arguments in favor of such phenomena. On the contrary, what

has been said in Section S speaks against it. The large-scale evolution of

the solar system, from an interplanetary cloud to the present structure, could

very well have been a slow, quiet process (but consisting of rapid,

consecutive processing of cloudlets) which, during many millions of years,

built up the present structure.
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B. Summary of the Processes Necessary to Understand

the Evolution of the Solar Systcm

As was stated in Table 11, a cosmogony taking account of electromagnetic

effects requires these processes:

(a) Electromagnetic transfer of angular momentum

(b)The existence of a phenomenon later called "critical velocity"

(c)A plasma-planetesimal transition associated with a 2:3

contraction which produced "cosmogonic shadows."

The existence of all three predicted processes has been confirmed. When

elaborating the theory in different respects it was found necessary to

introduce two more processes:

(d) Local pinch effects in the interstellar source: cloud is

required to form a non-Laplacean solar nebula of a kind which could

give the required initial cordition for the cosmogonic processes.

This has been discussed in B.I.

(e)A "Rosseland mechanism" for support of the grains, even if

their Larmor radius is very large. The theory of such, a mechanism

is given in C.V.

Of , these, (b), (c) and (e) have been discovered after being predicted

from the cosmogonic theory, whereas (a) and (d) have been discovered



So our claim, that the accuracy of our result could not be uncertain by

more than a few percent, seems to be legitimate.

The usefulness of a theory is often Judged by the number of earlier

unknown phenomena it predicts. If we apply this creterion to the introduction

of electromagnetic effects in the cosmogonic processes, tha electromagnetic

approach seems to be not too bad.
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Fig. I Magnetospheric research has natured to such an extent that it is

possible to treat essential parts of the evolutionary hi
s
tory of the

solar system as an extrapolation of magnetospheric research.

Laboratory experiments also form an important basis for this.

Further, extrapolation from both magnotospheric and laboratory

results contribute to a revision of our view of interstellar Clouds,

and hence influence also the wdy in which wo approa.,h =mogony,

The transfer of Information from one field to another is shm-;n it

the figure.

Fig. 2 Three special cases, of stationary and cylindrically symmetric curpcn,

(I) and magnetic field (B) configurations, (a) A toroidal current and

an axial magnetic field leading to a force opposing controction. (b)

A force-free configuration-with ", and r parr;: idol. (c) The Betinett

pinch with an axial cur-rent and ►^ iloro'.Ii1 wi;notli; iliold,	 ^ ^^ ,P^c

Electromagnetic effects aid vrid.,nven star; ca-Apinctifort.

Fig. 3 After the formation of the sun
	

it's wui vnr.^ _^ 'Lic 'Mild, rew ^,ants of the

(non-Laplacean) solar	 according to 0.11 and P.111) fall

towards the sun 
in 

cioudlets of &Q i*r, end qt^s. Wien a railing cloudiet

reaches i*'V-.s critical velocity, it is stopped. Currents f pcm the

spinning sun support the cloudlet fo p o short period of time and

transfer angular rromaotum to It. At th-3 plasma-planetesimal

transition, graiiis in Kup'12r orbit are prodored and plasma procosaes

are then no longer important. ,
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Fig. 4 Simplified picture of thn auroral circuit 	 angular

omentum between a magneti2ed rot a ll i p^a Body A aid a surrounding plasma

cloud C. Current I may producx deible layers 0.

Fi g. 5	 (a) Charged particleu (Plasma, charged dust, or Ooudlets) in an

axisyminetric magnetic dipole f i eld t1round a gravitating rouatinq

body. If their motion is, magretic-field dominated, a quasl-

stationary motion requires mthat the vector sum of gravitation and

centrifugal force be perpendicular to the a3grietic field lifie. As

shown by Alfv9P and Arrhenius (1975, ISM) $ this means,

V t: 
-2 1/2 

vg, where v t
 is Via otatiortal velocity and v t,,, is the

0 ^V	 4 

Kepler V4210city.

(b) VanishLig xnagnietic forcor, givi a trav^vjlor into elliptic or I)

1'4' the magnetic, ZeW or the partic."a charjo cudde-aly dioappearn, the

particlea at the co-ntral distance, a 
C 

will orbit fti e l.lipaer- with serni-

major axis a =2 a	 and ecce itricity P, = -1 . They will collide
4 

0 , 1	
3

mutually when they reach the noden in the equatorial plane, with

z
"0 and after collisions move 

in 
a circle at a = r im

0 
with

r 2: 3
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Fig, 6	 Interaction of a large	 of particles ir. p,epler orbits. III the

discussion of collisions b,!teaao q p3ttielr,s in, i p terplanetary s€oc;e

(orgt, evolution of the astop-001 belt or iretloor stretinx^) it is

usually taken for granted that state a will evolve into sta ge b

(positive diffusion), This ir, u5u►zlly not corrects. Collisions

betwoen the particles will not spruact tho orbits ince the diffu aion

coefficient is negative (Banter and Thoriipson, 1971, 71973). Instead,

collisions will lead to cqu.alizaV ilon or the orbital e'era► ,rats, leading

from state b to state c r,s that a Jet strea q is forr;iwd.

Fig. 7 This photo of the Saturnian ping ,hoe►s some of itz fine r ^r uctrare. In

order to maintain ra large aumher of Pi gglet:}, it negative diffusion

process is indicata;d.

Fi g. 8 Comparison between presto ►at	 plasma distribution and mass

distribution in the rirtr, s. prt;sr nt;-da,( charged particle distribution

in the sate. oiar magnet,.gspi^ewo G)?ten shovas void regions produced by

absorption by the satellites. The upper curves are obtained by

Fillius and Mcllwain (1980). • It isargued that the plasma

distribution was qualitatively th3 some in cosmogonic times. The

contraction by a factor r - 2.3 at the transition from plasma to

planetesimal should result in a somewhat similar mass distribution tit

a Saturnian distance of 2:3 of the plasma distribution. The lower

curve shows the present miss distribution in the Saturnian ring

(tiolberg, 1983). It is compared with the Fillius-Mcllwain curve

reduced by a factor r = O. K The "cosmogonic shadows" of Mimas, the
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co-orbital satellites and the 5iupnerd are 'ibent "rNed with Ca5sini Is

division, the deopest minim!-,ra in U!u C ring, and Vic, inner limiz of

the D ring.

Fig. 9 Bulk Structure of the Saturnian Ring as a Product of the 2.-3

Contraction at the Plasnic/Planotesinial Irransition

The cosmogonic shadow

- of Mimas produces tho, Gassiwi division

- of Janus produce ^ the 6'olb2rq m-inimijim

- of Ow sh^,--Ierds (an 4d ., he outer A limit) rprodurn$, the B-C

intensity drop

- of the outer B limit producer, the inner limit to C

Fig, 10 The nominal optical 	 if' the rinqs from Voyager 2 UVS rircj

occultation datL.	 is, Vv^ twlqh luness of the rings in transparent
.t

light (Holburg nt 0, 194:0

Fig. 11 Asteroid, WIG

Diagram of Mass Distribution (loggarithm ile :scale)

At the top: Jupiter's gravit&tiowll resonances produce very strong Kirkwood

Saps (and the Hilda maximum at a - 3.9).

More than 901) of the total mass is contained in a

wassive secti-on (darkly shaded area) with a sharp inner limit at 2.36

a ►d a sharp outer limit at 3.22

Tho whole main belt has	 a sharp inner limit at 2.20

and a sharp outer limit at 3.50

IntL,rpreIza':,.ioa
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TSSN 0348-709

Royal Institute of Tothnology, Depart%i :Nd of Pltl o irii Phy,ji,.s.

S-100 44 St(;ckholm, Sweden

COSMOGONY AS AN EXTRAPOLAi][0 6N OF MAGNu I)$ vIIRTC RESt-.ARGH

H. Alft."11

Harch 1984, tk3 pp, iokl. illus., in

A theory of the origin and evolk lticn V the ,, 301 or SYSI,'.cm (Al Even and

Arrhenius, i97b; 1976) which confldef•ed cileczrom l y etic for-.as and plasml

effects is revised in the light of n2w i0ormation suppl i ed by space

research. In situ measureirvW, in the mafjnctospheres I na solar win(] have

changen' our View& oil. basic	 cof comt-nk	 ,-csvilxtu can,

be extrapolated both outwtrds n stiare, to in^rrst p l lar "clou6s. and backwards

±Ltime, to the form;.ition of 'in-, 	 nys^c .1. Tne f, .jr extrapolation leads

to a revision of sari clouo	 e	 for	 ear•ly

phases in the formation of ,tra y'; aai-1 lo'ler	 Ititter extrapolation

Makes POSSilLe 0 app'.-Vir tn the	 P4,04ass,2s by extrapola-Z-Aun of

(rather) viall- ?"nown ra7,n , ospharic ph nomei,a.

Pioncer-Voyager obsrijv^)V^Ivps of `ac Sa ri 1*.rIi;%,n rings indicate that

essentitil pvirtr a weir struct-r-1-1 i re "fossi is" from cosmogonic times. BY

nsinij 6'(Aafiell	 from. thcsG_, space missions, it se'e'm possible to

reconstruct cjrtain events 4-5 billion years ego with an accuracy of a few

percent. This will cause a. chance in our vi ergs of the evolution of the solar

systeryi.

L,e^y vTr1^:	 te,	 Asroid belt	 =,c	 tc, Cosmic pIa ,.: .s, Cosmogony, Magnespheres,

PlarE,tesimals, Satu,-niar rinc?	 ps, Solar system history
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